
Alexa, How Do I Optimize 
My Brand Presence For 
Voice Assistants?
Using Micro Moments To Get To Position Zero
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Connected Home household penetration is 
33.2% in 2019 & expected to hit 53.9% by 2023.
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3.25 BILLION Voice 
Assistants in 2019

• Approximately 30% are 
Google devices

• Smartphones are the 
biggest device segment

• Smart TVs are growing the 
fastest at over 121%

• 8 Billion(!) in the next 5 
years



Top 5 Trends for Smart 
Homes at CES 2019 

• Digital Assistants are in 
EVERYTHING

• AI is making tech/ 
appliances

• Sensors are everywhere to 
monitor and report

• Smart Appliances are ready 
for primetime

• Surfaces are getting smarter 
too

Innovative backsplash is an edge-to-edge touchscreen that allows homeowners to 
search online recipes, call up cooking controls, play their favorite podcast, and more 

from anywhere in the kitchen. 



Voice Search Users 
Trend Younger 

According to CapTech
Consulting, the majority of 
smart speaker owners are ages 
18 to 36, the second is 37-52, 
and only 15% of the remaining 
being 53 and older.

Age of smart speaker owners



Non-traditional 
competitors 

entering space 

• AmazonBasics Microwave –

works with Alexa

• LG announces “100% of its 

home appliances portfolio will 

offer its smart ThinQ

connectivity.”

• Samsung’s current portfolio is 

90% connected with plans for 

100% connectivity by the year 

2020.

Christine Edwards, a market analyst with Gap Intelligence.



The customer journey before digital



The customer journey now



How do you keep 
your brand 
relevant?



Owning the “Micro-Moments”



Google defines “micro moments” as something that 
happens when people reflexively take out a device.

“Alexa, how do I sharpen a 
serrated knife?”

“Google, what is a Tagine recipe?”

“Siri, what is bone china made of?”



Use Cases as Micro Moments



Alexa isn’t shopping for 
us yet, but it’s coming

Right now, people aren’t 
necessarily shopping WITH 
their smart speakers. 

But they are searching and 
buying via Siri, Google, Bixby, 
Amazon, etc. on their phones. 

Adobe predicts the shopping 
behavior will come. 

Asking for directions

Smart home commands

Shopping & ordering items

Checking traffic

Sending & receiving messages

Playing games

Food delivery

Hotel & flight research

Emerging uses of smart speakers



The future of voice 
search is e-Commerce

• Expect to see more local 
results, transactional 
commerce and media 
formats like images and 
video

• Prepare for a multimedia 
voice and AR experience

• Over 50% of regular smart 
speaker users want 
information on deals and 
promotions

• Need to create voice apps, 
skills and AI-related 
products



“Brands that adopt 
visual and voice 

search in these early 
days can see their 
digital commerce 

revenue grow by 30% 
by 2021.”



How can you get in 
the game? …And 
what the heck is 

“PZERO”?



When you ask 
your assistant for 

help they are 
performing a 

search – Google, 
Bing (Alexa), 

Wikipedia, 
WolframAlpha, 

etc.

This gives you 
a “Position 0” 
search listing 

above the 
organic 
listings. 



Understanding 
Position 0 

“PZero”

These are rich snippets that 

appear in Google’s ‘Answer 

Box’ or ‘Instant Answers,’ which 

appear above organic search 

results when the query is 

commonly phrased as a 

question. Ex. ‘What is bone 

china made of?’



How do I get my 
brand to PZero?

Your SEO & content teams need to be 
mining search data and website data to 
find out what questions are the most 
important to answer.

Answer box formats include:  paragraph, 
bulleted list, videos, tables/charts, or (less 
commonly) embedded images.

PZero levels the playing field with 
competitors.

Additional optimization opportunities can 
be derived from the ‘People also ask’ 
questions.

See these videos? You can have 2X the punch if you 

show up in multiple places.



Only 30% of searches trigger PZero

It is there for the taking! More opportunities to get the click 
(and not lose it to your competitor).



Pzero… the catch

You must rank in the top 10 to qualify for Position 0. As a result, 
you need a strong organic search presence. 

Once you rank, opportunity is to double presence.



Ranking for 
PZero: Identifying 

opportunities

Identify ideal phrases and 
determine which have 
PZero. 

Reverse-engineer results 
that own the Answer Box.

If not, focus on high-
volume, long tail terms.

Evaluate site content that 
has the greatest potential.

Leverage existing content: 
FAQs, Q&As, blog, etc.



EXAMPLE: Weber 
owns brand searches 
for PZero



Own PZero and Increase your Shelf Space



Get Amazon Choice and “Fulfilled 
by Amazon” (FBA)

Make sure your product is on 
Prime

Send customers to Amazon the 
first time: It will default to that 
brand the next time

Amazon’s SEO also ranks for 
conversions

Make sure your shipping times are 
comparable to competitors

Manage your reviews & always 
follow up with an email

Optimizing for Amazon and by default, Alexa



https://www.searchenginejournal.com/complete-guide-amazon-alexa-seo/185383

Images 
• Always use high quality images ( 1000x1000px is 

recommended)
• The zoom feature is a proven way to increase sales 

conversion 
• Main photo cannot include lifestyle shots or show 

scale, sub images can have these features.

Title
• #1!! most important factor in getting a product to 

rank. 
• Amazon will guide you though 
• (e.g.) a category might specify ideal title has 

product color, then brand name, then model, and 
then size.

• Jury is out on length (test!)

Optimize Images and Titles



https://www.searchenginejournal.com/complete-guide-amazon-alexa-seo/185383

Bullets and Descriptions
• Use them. Gets more “above the fold” 
• On Mobile description is first so nail 

that
• Amazon says bullets don’t 

contribute…but… (we’re seeing that 
they do)

Keywords
• Looks like 1-5 kwds available ( BUT! you 

can use 1000 characters) 
• Use the space!
• Amazon is still like early 2000’s Google 

Structured Data
• Amazon depends on you being able to 

filter
• Supplying all of the appropriate data 

could help your product become the 
Amazon’s Choice for a subset of filters.

Optimize Bullets, KWDS



Caveats? 
Challenges?



Alexa is convenient,  but is it a 
“frenemy”?

A recent report found that 85% of consumers picked the 
default product result rather than the specific brand they 
requested when conducting a voice shopping search.

Marketers need to train people to use voice search, much 
like they did with websites in the 1990s.

When people talk to Alexa or Google Home or Apple's new 
HomePod to buy things, they increasingly use generic terms 
like "batteries" or "diapers" or "paper towels" and just go with 
the first result of the device offers.

Millennials, are more than 2X as likely as GenX and Boomers 

to always or often purchase the first option selected by the 

voice assistant when requesting a purchase for a specific 

brand of product (37% vs. 16%).



Moore’s Law – Personification & AI

A study found that when using voice-based search 
devices, we have expectations of the understanding level 
as if we are talking to another person. 

We want searches to be seamless and we expect that 
our questions are understood on the first try and without 
having to rephrase it for a machine to understand our 
slang, accents or even users with speech impediments.

People value reliability and performance most in 
appliances, and “consumers have expressed concern 
about the technology quickly becoming outdated and 
unsupported in an appliance they expect to have for 10 
to 20 years.”



Key 
Takeaways

Voice Assistants are now part of the family (8B devices by ‘23)

The customer journey is bonkers

Own the “Micro-moments”

To get ahead you have to optimize

Optimize for questions about your brand or ancillary topics 

Aim for Position Zero to dominate the shelf space

Amazon SEO is ‘ol skool’

Users tend to think first recommendation is best (be aware)


